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Newsletter volume 15th 9th December 2006- 6th January 2007The Chinese 

Month of Rat 

FREE FENG SHUI ITEMS- misterfengshui will give away items such as Chinese 

Paintings, Decorative Ornaments, Figurines every month for newsletter subscribers (up 

to five per month while stock last)-check out our newsletter for winners! This month 

winners are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please forward me your full and accurate address and allow time for delivery! 

    FENG SHUIFENG SHUIFENG SHUIFENG SHUI    

Wealth areas (Sectors)Wealth areas (Sectors)Wealth areas (Sectors)Wealth areas (Sectors)    ---- In Feng shui, we have to define three wealth areas 

specifically dealt with to harness the best possible kind energies that will induce wealth into our lives 

and therefore improve the quality of our living. 

1. The first Wealth area in our house is diagonally facing our main entrance door. This wealth area 
contributes the least among the three and if I were to quantify it, it contributes around 10% and 
the least impact to our wealth.  

2. The second wealth area in our house has to do with yearly flying star. For instant 2006 wealth 
sector is in the north sector and in 2007 will be in Southwest sector. This contributes at least 25% 
among the three-wealth sector. 

3. The most important one is the house wealth area that dictated by Flying star theory. Refer my 
book or website for more details information. 

In wealth area- motions, motions and motions! Moving things are required to ignite the kind energies! Moving 

things such as clock, fan, bell, water fountain, as well as big leaf plants are said to serve this purpose. 

 

Yearly wealth sector: 

2007- Southwest 

2008-East 

2009-Southeast 

2010- Central 

    

Jonanthan Siew (Singapore) 

Pakash Sumithi (Pakistan) 

Lucia Ricardo (USA) 

Christopher Jackson (USA) 

Helena Guyette (USA) 
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FACE READINGFACE READINGFACE READINGFACE READING    

    

FOREHEAD-The area that tells you your future!! 

 (Ages 15 to 30) 

The forehead governs a person’s life journey from age 15 to 30. This is a golden period of a person life. If 

somehow a person’s forehead is narrow and filled with moles, this particular period will be faced with 

difficulties, obstacles and challenges. This particular person will also having difficulties in relationships 

with parents as well as superiors. 

 

Wide forehead 

Persons with such a forehead normally will get help from angels, superiors or elderly without even 

seeking it. Such persons will have a better standard of living right before age 30. Since the wide forehead 

also represents mobility, such persons will engage in frequent travels. Such persons are also prone to 

migration. 

 

High/tall forehead 

This is similar to the above except that a well-defined forehead will be protected by the ancestors’ 

graveyard or yin Feng Shui. 

 

Low forehead 

This is the reverse of the above in that a low forehead might not be able to excel before age 30 and these 

persons lack the guidance of angels. 

 

Stick-out forehead (concave shape) 

A person with such a forehead is slow in decision-making because of being slow in thoughts or 

thoroughness. Such a person is a calculative type that will hide his or her true feelings. 

 

Convex forehead 

This is the reverse of the above concave type. Such persons are quick in decision-making processes 

because of quick actions. The weakness of such persons is they are hot tempered and act on impulse. 

 

Pa Kua or Eight TrigramsPa Kua or Eight TrigramsPa Kua or Eight TrigramsPa Kua or Eight Trigrams    

Kin Kua 

 

 

This trigram comprises three unbroken lines. It is Yang nature and often associated with father, elderly 

male, masculine, and the figurehead of a country. The direction associated with Kin Kua is the 

Northwest or 292.5-337.5 degrees.  The element associated is Metal, white color, the number 6. It also 

signifies heaven and its symbolic animal is horse.  Bones, head, Gold, Jade, mirror, round objects, lion 

and elephant also associated with this Kua. 
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From oneFrom oneFrom oneFrom one----mmmminute Feng Shuiinute Feng Shuiinute Feng Shuiinute Feng Shui    

How many and what types of plants are in your house?How many and what types of plants are in your house?How many and what types of plants are in your house?How many and what types of plants are in your house?    

The type and number of plants is critical for Feng Shui arrangement and good energies. 

Check the number of plants inside your house and see the significant of what they 

represent.  

 

Take one minute to calculate the number of plants in your house. One or 11 signifies the 

harnessing of relationships and promotes camaraderie. Two or 12 signifies sickness and 

should be avoided. Three or 13 are bad for relationships and promote constant arguments. 

Four or 14 are ideal for academic excellence, especially for children. Five or 15 are bad for 

health and should be avoided. Six or 16 will assist those who work on a commission basis 

and will boost incomes. Seven or 17 are bad, as these numbers will promote traffic 

accidents. Eight or 18 are superb for improving financial status, while nine or 19 are 

excellent if you are planning to conceive! 

 

What kind of pets, if any, is in the house?What kind of pets, if any, is in the house?What kind of pets, if any, is in the house?What kind of pets, if any, is in the house?    

Pets are good if they are in your favor. If your favorable element is Wood, you can have a 

cat in your house; if your favorable element is Fire, you can have dog as a pet; if your 

favorable element is Water, you can have mice as pets; if your favorable element is Metal, 

you can have birds as pets. Please refer to my first book, Improve Your quality of Life 
through the Power of Feng Shui, to find out what element you favor. 

 

Take a minute to surf my website (www.misterfengshui.com) to find out all the elements 

associated with pets. 

 

Please write to info@misterfengshui.com  

Your letters and comments are always welcomed! 

-Kerby Kuek 

 


